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Abstract: Geographic information, such as place names with their latitude and longitude (lat/long),
is useful to understand what belongs where. Traditionally, Gazetteers, which are constructed
manually by experts, are used as dictionaries containing such geographic information. Recently,
since people often post about their current experiences in a short text format to microblogs, their
geotagged (tagged with lat/long information) posts are aggregated to automatically construct
geographic dictionaries containing more diverse types of information, such as local products and
events. Generally, the geotagged posts are collected within a certain time interval. Then, the spatial
locality of every word used in the collected geotagged posts is examined to obtain the local words,
representing places, events, etc., which are observed at specific locations by the users. However,
focusing on a specific time interval limits the diversity and accuracy of the extracted local words.
Further, bot accounts in microblogs can largely affect the spatial locality of the words used in their
posts. In order to handle such problems, we propose an online method for continuously update the
geographic dictionary by adaptively determining suitable time intervals for examining the spatial
locality of each word. The proposed method further filters out the geotagged posts from bot accounts
based on the content similarity among their posts to improve the quality of extracted local words.
The constructed geographic dictionary is compared with different geographic dictionaries constructed
by experts, crowdsourcing, and automatically by focusing on a specific time interval to evaluate
its quality.
Keywords: geographic information; social network services; streaming information; online
information extraction

1. Introduction
Geographic information, such as place names with their latitude and longitude (lat/long), is useful
to understand what belongs where in the real world. The traditional geographic dictionaries called
Gazetteers [1] are typically constructed by experts based on the information collected from official
government reports. While the gazetteers contain the information about the popular administrative
regions, such as states, counties, cities, and towns, much larger-scale geographic dictionaries containing
the information about smaller-scale areas, such as beaches, parks, restaurants, and stadiums, have
been constructed manually by crowdsourcing (e.g., GeoNames [2] and OpenStreetMap [3]). These
dictionaries are often used for geoparsing [4–6], which is to extract place names in texts, so that the
geographic coordinates can be assigned to the texts. Various types of place names can be extracted by
looking up the dictionaries; however, the information provided by these geographic dictionaries is still
limited to place names.
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Since people often post about their experiences to photo-sharing services and microblog services,
such as Flickr [7] and Twitter [8], their geotagged (tagged with lat/long information) posts can be
aggregated to obtain more diverse types of geographic information, including local food, products,
dialectual words, etc. One approach is to cluster a large number of geotagged posts based on their
geotag, textual, and visual similarity [9–17]. This approach is generally useful for finding places
attracting many people, where sufficient geotagged posts to form a cluster are posted. Another
approach is to examine the spatial distribution of each word in the collected geotagged posts to extract
local words, which indicate specific locations [18–27]. Since all words can be ranked based on certain
types of scores representing their spatial locality, this approach is more suitable for discovering more
diverse types of geographic information, including minor places. Further, additionally examining
the temporal locality enables us to collect words representing events, which are observed at specific
locations only at certain periods of time [28,29].
Since people often do not upload photos immediately after taking the photos, it is difficult to
obtain real-time geographic information from photo-sharing services. On the other hand, microblog
services often contain more real-time information due to the simple nature of their posting functions.
Thus, researchers often apply the same techniques to microblog services to extract more up-to-date
geographic information. They often use sliding time windows to check the temporal burstiness of local
words or update the spatial distribution of each word [30–36]. However, one of the problems with the
existing work is that the spatial locality of words is examined within a predetermined time window
or a time window of fixed length. As a result, only the local words whose spatial distributions are
localized within the given time window can be extracted. However, since the frequency of local words
would depend on the popularity of places, events, etc., represented by the words, the suitable time
window to examine the spatial locality should vary for each word. Another problem is that microblog
services contain much more bot accounts compared to photo-sharing services. They are often used for
providing information to a mass audience for specific purposes, such as advertisement, job recruiting,
and weather forecasts. Since their posts are very similar, the spatial distributions of the words used in
their geotagged posts can be largely distorted from their true distributions.
In order to solve these problems, this paper proposes an online method for constructing an
up-to-date geographic dictionary by continuously collecting local words and their locations from
streaming geotagged posts to Twitter (hereafter referred to as geotagged tweets) [37]. Our first idea is
to record the usage history separately for each word. The usage history of each word is updated every
time the word is used in the streaming geotagged tweet. It is accumulated until there is a sufficient
number of tweets to examine the spatial locality of the word, which is equivalent to adaptively
determining the suitable time window. When the spatial locality is either high or low enough, the
word is determined as either a local word or general word, and its old usage history is deleted to be
reinitialized. This enables us to repeatedly examine the recent usage history to accurately handle the
temporal changes of its spatial distribution. Secondly, we validate the extracted words after removing
similar tweets from the usage history so that the spatial locality of each word can be accurately
examined by avoiding the influence of the tweets from bot accounts. The validated local words are
then stored in a dictionary along with the posted texts containing the words, their posted time, geotags,
and any accompanying images as the descriptions of the places, events, etc., represented by the words.
Applying our proposed method to the streaming geotagged tweets posted from the United Stated in a
month enabled us to continuously collect approximately 2,000 local words per day which represent
many minor places, such as streets and shops; local specialities, such as food, plants, and animals; and
current events, while forgetting the information about old events. The usefulness of our constructed
geographic dictionary was shown by comparing with different geographic dictionaries constructed by
experts, crowdsourcing, and automatically from the streaming tweets posted during a specific period
of time and by visualizing the geographic information stored in our dictionary.
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2. Related Works
Many methods have been proposed for extracting the geographic information from textual
geotagged posts to Flickr and Twitter. For example, many researchers have collected a large number
of geotagged posts from a specific area and tried to find the points of interest (POI) [11–14], areas of
interest (AOI) [15,16], or regions of interest (ROI) [17] in the area by clustering the collected posts based
on their geotag and textual similarity. Then, the words frequently used only in each cluster can be
determined to describe the area represented by the cluster, for example, based on term frequency and
inverse document frequency (TFIDF), which is widely used in the information retrieval and text mining
field to find important words for each document in a corpus. The focus of this approach is often on the
first step for accurately extracting regions attracting many people, which can be named afterwards.
Another direction is to extract local words, which indicate specific locations, by examining the
spatial distribution of each word in a set of collected geotagged posts [18–27]. The focus of this
approach is generally on the first step for accurately extract local words, whose corresponding regions
are determined afterwards. The whole area where the geotaged posts are collected is often divided
into sub-areas, such as cities [20,21,25] and grids of equal or varying sizes, to get the discretized spatial
distributions of words [23]. The spatial distribution can also be estimated as the continuous probability
density distribution, for example, by non-parametric models, such as Kernel Density Estimation [19],
and parametric models, such as Gaussian Mixture Model [22,24], and the models represented with a
focus and a dispersion [26,27]. Different types of score are then calculated from each distribution to
represent its spatial locality, such as the entropy [19,20,23,24], CALGARI [25], geometric localness [22],
TFIDF-based scores [20,21,23], dispersion [26], Ripley’s K Statistic, and geographic spread [19,20]. Some
scores are calculated considering the difference from global distribution which can be obtained from
the distributions of users or stopwords. Such scores include χ2 statistics, log-likelihood, information
gain [19,20], Kullback–Leibler divergence [19,22], and total variation [22]. While the words are often
ranked in the order of their scores to obtain the top-k words as the local words, Cheng et al. [27] used
supervised methods to determine the local words. By using manually prepared local and non-local
words as the training data, the local word classifier is trained based on the two estimated parameters
for the spatial distribution, which represent the spatial focus and dispersion.
While these approaches have tried to extract stationary geographic information, such as
landmarks, local products, and dialectal words, there is also a lot of research for extracting local
events, which are temporary geographic information, from geotagged posts to Flickr and Twitter.
Specifically, local events, which are defined as real-world happenings restricted to a certain time
interval and location, are often detected as clusters of words describing the events. For example,
Watanabe et al. [28] firstly find current popular places by clustering spatially close geotags posted
within a recent specific time interval, and extract words from the geotagged posts in each cluster to
describe the local event happening at the place represented by the cluster. Chen et al. [29] firstly extract
local words representing local events based on the word usage distribution. They obtain the discretized
3-dimensional spatial and temporal distribution for each word, and after applying the Discrete Wavelet
Transform to each dimension, find dense regions in the distribution based on the Wavelet coefficients.
The words for which any dense region is found are determined as local words. Then, the local words
are grouped based on their co-occurrence in the geotagged posts and spatial and temporal similarity.
Although the information about local events can be extracted by additionally considering the temporal
dimension, these methods are designed to be applied to the collected geotagged posts in a batch
manner to extract past local events.
Since up-to-date information is constantly posted to Twitter, many online methods have been
proposed for extracting the information about current local events in real time from geotagged
tweets [30–35]. They often use overlapping or non-overlapping sliding time windows. The local
events within a current time window are detected in similar ways as described above, and their
reliability can be checked based on their temporal burstiness, which is examined by comparing
the usage frequency of their descriptive words between the current and previous time windows.
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The clusters are then updated by using the geotagged tweets in the next time window. While their goal
is to detect clusters of geotagged tweets or words to sufficiently describe local events, Yamaguchi et al.
have focused on accurately extracting local words by examining the difference between the spatial
distributions of each word and users by considering their temporal changes [36]. In order to realize
the real-time processing, the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the spatial distributions is updated
by only considering the oldest geotagged tweet in the previous time window and the new geotagged
tweet; thus the spatial distribution of each word is always examined for the fixed number of most
recent geotagged tweets containing the word.
As discussed in this section, both the stationary and temporary geographic information is extracted
either by finding dense clusters of geotagged posts based on textual, spatial, and temporal similarity
or by extracting local words whose spatial and temporal distribution is highly localized. The latter
approach is more suitable for the automatic construction of a geographic dictionary, since the extracted
local words are often used for geoparsing or the location estimation of users or non-geotagged
posts [18–22,26,27,38–42] in a similar way to manually constructed geographic dictionaries. Especially,
in order to collect diverse types of geographic information, including minor places, events, etc., which
are unlikely to form dense clusters, we propose a unified framework based on the latter approach
for extracting local words representing both stationary and temporary geographic information.
The proposed method contributes to efficiently and effectively construct an up-to-date geographic
dictionary by:
•

•

continuously extracting both popular and minor stationary and temporary local words by
adaptively determining the time window for each word so that its spatial locality can be examined
at the suitable timing.
examining more accurate spatial distribution of each word by removing the geotagged tweets
from bot accounts.

3. Proposed Method
The goal of this work is to construct a geographic dictionary using streaming tweets, which are
geotagged with coordinates x = (lat, lon). The geographic dictionary consists of local words lk (k ∈ N,
where N is a set of natural numbers), their associate sets of Nk geotags Gk = { xk,n |n = 1, · · · , Nk }, the
types of the local words: stationary or temporary, a set of tweets Sk = {wk,n |n = 1, · · · , Nk }, and a set
of images Vk = { Ik,i |1 ≤ i ≤ Nk , i ∈ N, } representing the words. Additionally, for the temporary local
words, the time of its first and last geotagged posts TkF and TkL is recorded to describe its observed
time duration.
Basically, the proposed method extracts local words based on their spatial locality in the geotagged
tweets collected during a certain time interval. However, the suitable time interval for examining
the spatial locality depends on the popularity of the places, products, events, etc., represented by the
words. Further, the same words can be used to represent events happening at different times and
locations. Such different characteristics of the local words need to be considered to accurately extract
diverse types of local words [37].
In order to handle the differences in when the spatial distribution gets localized among local
words, the proposed method separately records the usage history of each word. Every time a geotagged
tweet is received, the usage histories of the words from the received tweet are updated and the locality
of each updated usage history is checked to determine if the corresponding word is a local word.
As a result, the time interval to check the spatial locality is adaptively determined according to the
usage pattern of each word and the local words can be added to the dictionary at the timing when
their spatial locality gets high enough. For example, since the spatial locality of frequently used local
words representing popular places, products, events, etc., would get high very quickly, these local
words can be added to the dictionary soon after their usage histories are initialized. Additionally, even
for the infrequently used local words representing less popular places, products, events, etc., their
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usage histories would be kept until their spatial localities get high enough. As a result, if waited long
enough, these infrequently used local words can also be added to the dictionary.
Further, in order to handle the temporal changes of the spatial distributions of temporary local
words, only the recent usage history should be checked for each word. Thus, the usage history of a
word is removed either when the spatial locality gets high enough for the word to be a local word
or when the spatial locality gets low enough for the word to be determined as a general word which
can be used anywhere. Clearing out the past usage history enables us to examine only the recent
spatial locality for each word. This also enables us to check the temporal location changes for the same
words, since the spatial locality of the same word is examined over and over with different timing.
We generally consider local words as temporary ones when they are firstly added to the dictionary.
Then, when the same word is determined as a local word again afterwards, its location consistency can
be checked. If its location has changed, their geotags in the dictionary need to be updated. Only those
whose spatial localities are consistently high at the same locations over a certain time duration are
determined as stationary local words. If the local word in the dictionary is determined as a general
word afterwards, its records need to be deleted as old temporary information.
Finally, Twitter has many bot accounts who often post tweets using similar formats. The spatial
distributions of the words contained in the geotagged tweets from these bot accounts can be distorted
from their true distribution. In order to examine the spatial distributions constructed only from the
tweets posted by real users about their real-world observations, when a word is determined as a local
word or general word, its spatial locality is reverified after removing similar tweets, which are likely
from bot accounts, from its usage history.
To summarize, our proposed method consists of the following three steps, as shown in Figure 1:
(1)

Location-based local/general word extraction
Every time a geotagged tweet is received, the usage histories of the words from the received
tweet are either initialized or updated. Then, the spatial locality of the updated usage history is
checked to determine if the corresponding word is a local or a general word.
(2) Content-based local/general word re-verification
For the word determined as a local or a general word, similar tweets, which are likely posted
from bot accounts, are deleted from its usage history, and its spatial locality is verified again.
(3) Location consistency check
For the word determined as a local word, its location consistency over time is checked to
determine if it is a stationary word.
The details of each step are explained in the following subsections.

Figure 1. Overview of proposed method.
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3.1. Preprocesses
In order to efficiently update the spatial distribution for each word and examine its spatial locality,
the usage frequency histogram is used as the discretized spatial distribution. As a preprocess, given a
set of all geotagged tweets posted during a certain period of time, the world is recursively divided into
J areas so that each area a j ( j = 1, · · · , J ) has the same number of tweets. At each iteration, an area is
divided into two subareas at the median point alternately for each axis (latitude and longitude). When
a streaming tweet is received afterwards, which area the tweet is posted from is determined according
to the latitude and longitude ranges of each area. In order to improve the reliability of the extracted
local words, the usage frequency of each word is only updated at most once per user.
Further, we consider that the local words are mainly nouns, such as the names of places. We firstly
remove URLs from each tweet, so that the links often posted in tweets would not be handled as the
candidates for local words. Then, a part-of-speech tagging is applied to each tweet and only nouns
are extracted [43]. Especially, compound nouns, which are the combinations of two or more words,
often represent more restricted areas than their component words. For example, Huntington beach
represents more restricted area than Huntington or beach. In order to extract meaningful local words,
such as the names of places, the proposed method extracts compound nouns from each tweet as
nouns [44]. Additionally, tweets often contain hashtags, which are the tags with ] placed in front of a
word of unspaced phrase. Since hashtags are often used to represent tweets with the same theme or
content, we consider them as descriptive as the compound nouns. Thus, after extracting compound
nouns, any alphanumeric nouns and hashtags are handled as the candidates for the local words in the
following processes.
3.2. Location-Based Local/General Word Extraction
The proposed method separately records the usage history of each word. When a tweet attached
with the geotag x = (lat, lon) is received at the time t, for each of Z words uz (z = 1, · · · , Z ) contained
in the tweet, the tweet is added to its usage history along with its geotag and time. Additionally,
a histogram of usage frequency f z,j in each area a j is represented as Fz = { f z,j | j = 1, · · · , J }, and when
the received tweet was posted from the area a ĵ (x ∈ a ĵ ), f z, ĵ is incremented by 1. When there is no
usage history for uz , the usage history is initialized with the tweet, the geotag x, the time t, and Fz set
as f z, ĵ = 1 and f z,j = 0 for ∀ j 6= ĵ.
Then, the TFIDF-based score SLz , which reflects the spatial locality of uz , is calculated based on Fz
as follows:
SLz

=

IDFz

=

Az

=

f zmode · IDFz
J
log
| Az |
{ a j | f z,j 6= 0},

(1)
(2)
(3)

where f zmode is the mode of the area-based usage frequency of uz and | Az | is the number of areas where
uz is used. SLz gets higher when uz is frequently used only in specific areas and gets lower when uz is
used in more areas. Thus, uz which satisfies SLz ≥ R is determined as the local word lk , while uz which
satisfies SLz ≤ r is determined as a general word, where R and r are the thresholds explained later.
The usage history of uz is deleted when uz is determined as a local or general word, which corresponds
to determining the end of the current time window for uz , as shown in Figure 2. The time when uz is
used the next time would be the start of its new time window.
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Figure 2. Usage history of uz is accumulated for time windows of different duration so that its spatial
locality is properly examined.

The proposed method basically waits until a word is used at least θ times in one of the areas
= θ), where θ is the parameter which needs to be set as the lowest peak to determine a local
word. Then, it waits until the peak of the spatial distribution gets high enough to be a local word or
the spread of the spatial distribution gets wide enough to be a general word. The thresholds R and r
are related to the maximum and minimum number of areas the local and general words can be used
according to f zmode , respectively. As shown in Figure 3, assuming that a word can only be used in at
most λθmax areas to be a local word when f zmode = θ, R can be determined as:
( f zmode

R = θ · log

J
.
λθmax

(4)
f mode

f mode

z
z
Then, when f zmode > θ, the word can be only used in at most λmax
areas (| Az | ≤ λmax
) to be a local

f mode

z
word. λmax
becomes larger for higher f zmode as follows:

J

f mode

z
λmax
=

exp

R
f zmode

.

(5)

Similarly, assuming that a word needs to be used in more than λθmin areas to be a general word
when f zmode = θ, r can be determined as:
r = θ · log

J
.
λθmin

(6)
f mode

f mode

z
z
When f zmode > θ, the word needs to be used in more than λmin
areas (| Az | ≥ λmin
) to be a general

f mode

z
word. λmin
becomes larger for higher f zmode , also determined by Equation (5) by replacing R with r.
Setting θ low would help to extract the minor local words, such as the names of small places. Further,
λθmax and λθmin are the parameters to be set to determine the thresholds R and r, which automatically

f mode

f mode

f mode

z
z
z
determine λmax
and λmin
, respectively. λmax
should be low to accurately extract local words, but

f mode

z
not too low to extract local words which can be used in multiple areas. λmin
should not be neither too
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low nor too high to extract the local words which can be used in multiple areas but to properly remove
irrelevant words used in many areas as general words.

Figure 3. How the area-based frequency histogram of the word uz is used to determine if uz is a local or
a general word. Intuitively, by using the same thresholds R and r for SLz , the thresholds representing
f mode

f mode

z
z
the maximum and minimum number of areas λmax
and λmin
for determining local/general words
mode
are changed according to the peak f z
of the frequency histogram.

3.3. Content-Based Local/General Word Re-Verification
The geotagged tweets are sometimes posted from bot accounts which automatically post local
advertisements, news, etc. Since their tweets are often written in similar formats, they can largely
affect the spatial distributions of the words used in these tweets. Thus, when a word is determined
as a local or general word, the similarity among the tweets in its usage history is checked to remove
tweets which are likely to be from bot accounts.
Figure 4 shows how the tweets from bot accounts are removed from the usage history. When the
word uz is determined as a local or general word in the previous step, a set of tweets Sz = {wz,n |n ∈ N }
have been recorded in its usage history. Firstly, for each tweet wz,n ∈ Sz , its maximum similarity to
other tweets in Sz is calculated as the bot score BSwz,n as follows. After removing URLs and mentions or
replies (words staring with @, such as @username), each tweet wz,n is represented as a set of words Wz,n .
The similarity between a pair of tweets Simcon (wz,n , wz,m ) is calculated using Jaccard Similarity [45]
between the two sets of words. Thus, BSwz,n is calculated as:
BSwz,n

=

Simcon (wz,n , wz,m )

=

max

wz,m ∈Sz ,m6=n

Simcon (wz,n , wz,m )

|Wz,n ∩ Wz,m |
,
|Wz,n ∪ Wz,m |

(7)
(8)

where Wz,n represents a set of words composing the tweet wz,n .
After calculating the bot score BSwz,n for all wz,n ∈ Sz , the tweet wz,n which satisfies
con
BSwz,n ≥ Simcon
th is removed from Sz , where Simth is a threshold to remove the similar tweets from the
usage history. Let us note here that any similar tweets posted from real users, such as retweeted or
quoted tweets can also be filtered out in this process.
After removing similar tweets, Fz is updated to calculate SLz . If SLz ≥ R, uz is determined as a
local word lk , and its usage history is reinitialized after updating the geographic dictionary. When
lk is added to the dictionary for the first time, the tweets and geotags recorded in its usage history
are copied to the dictionary as Sk = {wk,n |n = 1, · · · , Nk } and Gk = { xk,n |n = 1, · · · , Nk }, and the
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time of the frist and last tweets are recorded as TkF and TkL , respectively. When the tweets contain
images, they are also added to the dictionary as Vk = { Ik,i |1 ≤ i ≤ Nk , i ∈ N}. If lk is already in
the geographic dictionary, its records are updated. If SLz ≤ r, its usage history is reinitialized; and,
if uz is in the geographic dictionary, it is removed as an old temporary local word together with its
associated information.

Figure 4. Area-based frequency histogram Fz of the word uz is updated by removing the similar tweets
from the set of tweets Sz in its usage history based on the bot score BSwz,m .

3.4. Location Consistency Check
The local words whose spatial distributions are localized at the same locations over a long period
of time E are expected to represent stationary geographic information, which is consistently observed
at the same locations. Let tk represent the time duration of the usage history of the word lk when it
is determined as the local word for the first time. When tk ≥ E, where E is the threshold of the time
duration, lk is automatically determined as a stationary local word.
Otherwise, lk is determined as a temporary local word, and its location consistency is examined
when the same word is determined as the local word again. As shown in Figure 5, the location
consistency is checked by comparing Fkold and Fknew which represent the histograms of the local word
lk in the dictionary and in its current usage history, respectively. If Fkold and Fknew are similar enough,
Fkold is updated by combining Fknew . Otherwise, Fkold is overwritten with Fknew and TkF is reset to the time
of the fist tweet in the usage history. The tweets, geotags, and images in the usage history are also
combined/overwritten to the dictionary accordingly, and TkL is updated as the time of the last tweet in
the usage history. lk is determined as a stationary local word if Fkold and Fknew are similar enough and
the time duration of E has passed since TkF .
The histogram intersection is used as the similarity Simloc between Fkold and Fknew and they are
loc
considered similar enough when Simloc ( Fkold , Fknew ) ≥ Simloc
th , where Simth is a similarity threshold to
old
determine the location consistency of the same word. Fk is updated as follows.
(
old(τ +1)
Fk

old(τ +1)

=

old(τ )

old(τ )

Fk

Fknew

+ Fknew

old(τ )

(i f Simloc ( Fk
(otherwise),

, Fknew ) ≥ Simloc
th )

(9)

where Fk
and Fk
represent the area-based frequencies in the dictionary after and before
the update.
Finally, in order to forget the old temporary local words, any temporary local word lk , for which
the time duration of E has passed since TkL , is removed with its associated information.
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Figure 5. When the local word lk in the geographic dictionary is determined as a local word again, its
past area-based frequency histogram Fkold recorded in the geographic dictionary is updated according
to the similarity to Fknew , which is its area-based frequency histogram in the current usage history.

4. Experiments
We evaluate our method by using 6,655,763 geotagged tweets posted during 30 days from
September 2016 to October 2016 from the United States defined with the latitude and longitude ranges
of [24, 49] and [−125, −66], respectively. Firstly, the effects of the parameters are evaluated by using
the geotagged tweets on the first day in order to determine suitable parameter values. Then, the
geographic dictionary is constructed iteratively over 30 days by using the determined parameters to
evaluate the correctness of the extracted information.
4.1. Evaluations of Parameter Influence
Our proposed method has several parameters: the number of areas J to construct the area-based
frequency histogram, R to extract local words, r to remove general words, Simcon
th to remove tweets from
bot accounts, and Simloc
to
determine
the
stationary
local
words.
Here,
we
examined
how changing the
th
parameter values could affect the performance of our proposed method by using 215,885 geotagged
tweets posted during the first day as the test set.
Firstly, as the parameter which is independent on other parameters, we examine how Simcon
th
affects the bot removal accuracy. Based on the assumption that bot accounts can post much more
tweets during a day, we collected the tweets from accounts which posted more than 150 tweets as the
tweets from bot accounts. The examples of the collected tweets are shown in Table 1. Further, the
tweets from accounts which posted only a single tweet were also collected as the tweets from real users.
For each tweet from the bot accounts and real users, we obtained its similarity to the most similar
tweet from the users of the same category. Figure 6 shows the histograms of the obtained similarity
for bot accounts and for real users. Figure 7 further shows the ratio of correctly removed tweets from
bot accounts and the ratio of falsely removed tweets from real users when changing the similarity
con
threshold Simcon
th . Naturally, setting Simth low would remove tweets both from bot accounts and real
con
users, while setting Simth high would keep tweets both from real users and bot accounts. Since we
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want to remove as many tweets from the bot accounts without falsely removing the tweets from real
users, Simcon
th = 0.4, which gave the best results, is used in the following experiments. As shown in
Figure 7, 99% of the tweets from bot accounts, which are not exactly the same, but similar to each other
as shown in Table 1, were removed without falsely removing many tweets from real users.

Figure 6. Maximum similarity for tweets from bot accounts and real users. Bot accounts tend to post
similar tweets among themselves as shown in Table 1 (with the maximum similarity over 0.4), while
real users tend to post unique tweets (with the maximum similarity under 0.4).

Figure 7. Ratio of correctly removed tweets from bot accounts and falsely removed tweets from real
users. Setting Simcon
th = 0.4 gave the best results, removing 99% of the tweets from bot accounts without
falsely removing many tweets (less than 10%) from real users. Setting Simcon
th higher would miss more
tweets from bot accounts, while setting Simcon
lower
would
falsely
remove
tweets from real users.
th
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Table 1. Examples of tweets from accounts which posted more than 150 tweets in a day. They are used
as examples of tweets from bot accounts. ’URL’ represents a link contained in the tweet.
Closed Homeless Concerns request at 240 Shotwell St URL. Case closed. case resolved. done.
Closed Street or Sidewalk Cleaning request at 640 Polk St URL. Case closed. case resolved. completed.
Closed Graffiti request at 106 Noe St URL. Case closed. case resolved. URL
Opened Parking and Traffic Sign Repair request via iphone at 222 Mason St URL. URL.
Opened Street or Sidewalk Cleaning request via iphone at 340 Stockton St URL. Wooden pallet. URL
Opened Graffiti request via iphone at 487 Church St URL. Planter graffitied. URL
Can you recommend anyone for this #job in #Tucson, AZ? URL #Nursing #Veterans #Hiring URL
Interested in a #job in #Providence, RI? This could be a great fit: URL #Physician #Veterans URL
Want to work in #Canton, OH? View our latest opening: URL #Job #Nursing #Veterans #Jobs #Hiring URL
Can you recommend anyone for this #job? Nurse Manager (OR) - URL #Nursing #Miami, FL #Veterans URL
Interested in a #job in #Charleston, SC? This could be a great fit: URL #Nursing #Veterans URL
If you’re looking for work in #SanDiego, CA, check out this #job: URL #Nursing #Veterans URL
’Colin Powell’ just started trending with 15808 tweets. More trends at URL #trndnl
Trend Alert: ’GOOD Music’. More trends at URL #trndnl URL
Washington was the city of United States with more Trends on Wednesday 7: URL #trndnl
54% of the United States’s Trends for Wednesday 7 were hashtags: URL #trndnl
On Wednesday 7, #NFLaFilm was Trending Topic in United States for 6 h: URL #trndnl
Trend Alert: ’What’s the Value of Exercise’. More trends at URL #trndnl URL

Secondly, we collected place names from GeoNames [2] as the examples of local words and stop
words [46] as the examples of general words. They were used as the test data to evaluate the effects of
other parameters. As discussed in Section 3.2, R can be determined by setting the maximum number
of areas λθmax for a word to be a local word when f zmode = θ. Since our goal is to obtain as many local
words as possible, including those used by only a few users, we have set θ = 3 and λθmax = 2, which
means that when a word is used by at most three different users in one area ( f zmode = 3), the word can
be determined as a local word as long as the word is used in fewer than two out of J areas.
Table 2 shows how changing J affects the numbers of candidate place names and stop words
which were used at least 3 times in one of the J areas ( f zmode ≥ 3), and the numbers of correctly/falsely
extracted place names and stop words. More place names were extracted with smaller J; however,
more stop words were falsely extracted when J was too small. Based on the results, J = 64 was the
best value to extract more local words without falsely extracting general words. Figure 8 shows how
the United Stated was divided when J = 64.
Further, Figure 9 shows the histogram based on the number of areas for the place names and stop
words when f zmode = 3 and J = 64. It can be seen that the place names tend to be used in much fewer
areas; thus place names are much more localized than stop words. This histogram further verifies that
λθmax = 2 is the appropriate threshold to collect the place names without falsely extracting stop words.
Figure 9 also shows that most stop words can be used in more than 24 areas when f zmode = 3, which
means that λθmin = 24 would be the appropriate threshold to determine general words. The thresholds
corresponding to R and r when f zmode = 3 are shown with the red dashed lines in Figure 9. Words
between the thresholds R and r need to wait for more usage history to be collected.
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Table 2. Number of candidate local words and general words and correctly/falsely extracted place
names and stop words when θ = 3.

] of candidate place names
] of correctly extracted place names
] of candidate stop words
] of falsely extracted stop words

16

32

J
64

128

256

3353
2556
181
15

3115
2495
148
4

2919
2419
124
1

2766
2366
97
2

2649
2316
75
1

Figure 8. How the United Stated was divided into J = 64 areas.

Figure 9. Histogram of the number of areas in which place names and stop words were used when
f zmode = θ (= 3). Approximately 80% of the place names and less than 1% of stop words were used in
fewer than two areas when f zmode = 3. On the other hand, approximately 70% of the stop words and
2% of the place names were used in more than 24 areas when f zmode = 3. The dashed red lines show
these thresholds corresponding to R and r.
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Figure 10 shows the relations of f zmode and | Az | in the usage history of the place names and stop
words when J = 64. The curves are plotted by using the functions defined by Equation (5) and show
f mode

f mode

z
z
the thresholds λmax
and λmin
when R = 3 · log 2J and r = 3 · log 24J which are determined by setting

f mode

z
θ = 3, λθmax = 2, and λθmin = 24. The words over λmin
are determined as general words and the words

f mode

f mode

f mode

z
z
z
under λmax
are determined as local words. Words between the curves λmin
and λmax
need to wait
for more usage history to be collected. As discussed above, over 80% of place names were correctly
extracted as local words while only 1 stop word was falsely extracted. Further, 80% of stop words
were correctly removed as general words while only 2% of place names were falsely removed. The
removed place names were ‘accident’, ‘ball’, ‘blue’, ‘box’, ‘bright’, ‘campus’, ‘canon’, ‘center’, ‘chance’,
‘college’, ‘diamond’, ‘earth’, ‘energy’, ‘faith’, ‘freedom’, ‘garden’, ‘golf’, ‘grace’, ‘green’, ‘grill’, ‘honor’,
‘hope’, ‘joy’, ‘king’, ‘lake’, ‘lane’, ‘lucky’, ‘media’, ‘park’, ‘post’, ‘power’, ‘price’, ‘progress’, ‘short’,
‘star’, ‘start’, ‘story’, ‘strong’, ‘success’, ‘sunrise’, ‘sunshine’, ‘trail’, ‘university’, ‘veteran’, ‘wall’, ‘west’,
‘white’, ‘wing’, ‘winner’, ‘wood’, and ‘worth’. Although these words are in GeoNames, they can often
be used in any locations. Thus, they can actually be considered as the correct removal.

Figure 10. Relations between the area-based maximum frequency f zmode ( f zmode ≥ θ (= 3)) and the
number of areas | Az | for place names and stop words.
J
J
Finally, we extracted local words by setting Simcon
th = 0.4, J = 64, R = 3 · log 2 , and r = 3 · log 24 .
Since we do not have the ground truth for events which happened on the first day, we examined
the similarity between Fkold , the area-based frequency histogram in the dictionary, and Fknew , the
area-based frequency histogram in the recent usage history, to see the location consistency of the
actual local words over time. Place names in GeoNames were used as the actual local words lk .
Figure 11 shows the histogram of the average similarity between Fkold and Fknew for the place names in
GeoNames. The place names tend to be consistently posted from similar areas, and the similarities of
the area-based histograms of the same place names during different periods of time were over 0.7 for
85% of the place names. Accordingly, we set Simloc
th = 0.7 for determining stationary local words in the
following experiments.
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Figure 11. Average similarity between Fkold and Fknew for place names in GeoNames.

4.2. Comparisons with Other Dictionaries
Based on the results of the previous experiments, we extracted local words by setting Simcon
th = 0.4,
J
J
loc
J = 64, R = 3 · log 2 , r = 3 · log 24 , Simth = 0.7, and E = 24 h. Since the time duration for distinguishing
between the stationary and temporary local words can vary largely and there is no ground truth (even
a name of a country can be considered as temporary since it can be changed), we set E = 24 h by
considering that most events do not last for more than one day. Figure 12 shows the number of local
words extracted by the end of each day.
Most of the popular place names in GeoNames seem to have been determined as stationary local
words in the first two weeks, while less popular place names in GeoNames were slowly added to
the dictionary as stationary words afterwards. As the local words which are not in GeoNames, more
and more stationary local words and temporary local words were consistently collected over time, as
shown in Figure 12a and in the tail of Figure 12b. Figure 13 shows the histogram of the number of
users for these local words and 95% of the extracted local words were used by fewer than 100 users.
This verifies that the proposed method successfully extracted large number of minor local words.
In order to evaluate the correctness of the extracted local words, we compared our constructed
dictionary with other geographic dictionaries, each of which was created differently. As manually
created geographic dictionaries, we used Census 2017 U.S. Gazetteer [1] created by experts and
GeoNames [2] created by crowdsourcing. Further, as the dictionary created from geotagged tweets,
we constructed two dictionaries by applying Cheng’s batch method [27] to a set of geotagged tweets
posted during the first 10 days and 30 days. Cheng’s method uses a classifier to determine if the spatial
distribution of a word is localized or not. The classifier was trained by using the place names collected
from Gazetteer and stop words as positive and negative training samples, respectively. In order to
accurately estimate the spatial distribution of a word, words used more than 50 users during the first
10 days and 30 days were selected (referred to as Cheng_10days and Cheng_30days). Then, the spatial
distributions were estimated [47] for these words to classify them into local/general words. We also
added the place names in Gazetteer which were classified as the local words by the trained classifier.
For each local word, the estimated center was determined as its location. Table 3 shows the number of
local words in each dictionary.
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(a) Number of stationary local words

(b) Number of temporary local words

Figure 12. Number of extracted local words. A part of them are also in GeoNames.
Table 3. Numbers of local words in geographic dictionaries.
Proposed

GeoNames

Gazetter

Cheng_10days

Cheng_30days

0–61,546

2,189,612

29,072

2004

4732

Figure 13. Number of users for the extracted local words. Those used by 5, 10, and 20 users accounted
for 50%, 70%, and 80% of the extracted local words.

Firstly, we used GeoNames as the ground truth of local words and examined the correctness of their
locations in the dictionaries constructed from geotagged tweets. Since manually constructed geographic
dictionaries sometimes provide different locations for the same local words, we double-checked the
locations in GeoNames with those provided by Google’s Geocoding API, and used the ones closest to
the estimated locations as the ground truth. For the proposed method, the location for each local word
was estimated as the center of its collected geotags, where the word is used most frequently. In the
same way as Cheng’s method, the center was searched by dividing the whole area into grids of 1/10
of latitude and 1/10 of longitude, and then was estimated as the mean of the geotags within the most
frequent grid. Figure 14 shows the cumulative distribution of the location errors for the local words
extracted by the proposed method and Cheng’s method. Compared to Cheng’s method, our proposed
method collected approximately 6 times more local words in GeoNames by examining the spatial
locality in their suitable time windows. Although the ratio of the words with large errors increased
slightly, the errors were within 10 km for 92% of the extracted local words.
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Figure 14. Location errors of the local words extracted by the proposed method and Cheng’s method,
which are also in GeoNames. The numbers of the lines represent the ratio of the words with the
corresponding errors.

In order to further evaluate the correctness of the extracted local words, we used the extracted
local words and their locations for content-based tweet location estimation. We uniformly sampled 1%
of geotagged tweets from each day, and after removing near-duplicates, obtained 36,626 geotagged
tweets as the test tweets for the location estimation. The geotags of these test tweets are considered
as the ground truth of their locations. The remaining 6,655,763 geotagged tweets were used for
constructing the geographic dictionary. When given a test tweet, its location can be estimated if the
tweet contains any word listed in the geographic dictionary. The location of the test tweet is estimated
as the location of the word in the dictionary. When the test tweet contains several local words or there
are multiple candidate locations for the same local word in the dictionary, the location closest to the
ground truth is selected from the candidates when using GeoNames, Gazetteer, and the dictionary
constructed by Cheng’s method. When using our dictionary, the local word which has been used in
smallest number of areas is selected since such word is considered to indicate the most restricted area.
Then, the location of the test tweet is estimated as the center of the geotags of the selected local word.
Let us note that, since only the formal names of cities, such as chicago city, are listed in the Gazetteer,
while more simple words, such as chicago, are often used in tweets, we removed words like ‘city’,
‘town’, ‘village’, and ‘cdp’, from the local words in the Gazetteer as a preprocess. When using our
constructed dictionary, the location of each tweet was estimated by using the local words updated
until the test tweet was posted.
Figures 15 and 16 show the estimation errors from days 1–10 and 11–30 when using each dictionary,
respectively. The locations were estimated for the largest number of tweets by using GeoNames, since it
has a largest number of local words obtained by crowdsourcing. However, the errors in the estimation
using manually created dictionaries, such as GeoNames and Gazetteer, tend to be much larger than
when using the dictionaries created from geotagged tweets, since the spatial locality of the words is not
considered in constructing the dictionaries. With much fewer local words than Gazetteer, the dictionary
constructed by Cheng’s method can estimate the location for much more tweets with small errors.
With more diverse types of local words, the dictionary constructed by our method during the first
10 days already performed slightly better than the dictionary constructed by Cheng’s method using
the geotagged tweets posted during the 30 days. In the last 20 days, the performance of our dictionary
further improved, while that of the dictionary constructed by Cheng’s method using the geotagged
tweets during the first 10 days degraded. Additionally, we have also provided the estimation results
when using only stationary local words. In the first 10 days, the performance was much worse than
when using all words since sufficient number of stationary words had not been collected yet. However,
in the last 20 days, the performance got even better than when using all local words since the stationary
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local words consistently indicate the same locations. The results have verified that setting E to 24 h
was reasonable, and our proposed method can automatically extract the most diverse and accurate
local words from the geotagged tweets.

Figure 15. Tweet location estimation results from day 1 to day 10.

Figure 16. Tweet location estimation results from day 11 to day 30.

Table 4 shows the examples of the local words contained in each dictionary. Place names are
contained in Gazetteer and GeoNames, but some of them can also be used in any location, such as park
and mountain, which degraded the estimation accuracy. The dictionaries constructed from geotagged
tweets contain diverse types of local words, such as unofficial place names, local specialties, and events,
but not the general words contained in the Gazetteer and GeoNames. Especially, our proposed method
can iteratively collect many minor local words, including new events, while forgetting local words
representing old events.
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Table 4. Examples of local words in different types of database (Gazetteer, GeoNames, Cheng_30days,
and Proposed after 30 days).
Database

Local Words

all

pittsburgh, virginia, oakland, san diego, boston, nashville,
hollywood, astoria, harlem, new york, brooklyn, manhattan, miami beach

only in
GeoNames

able, aid, art, back, beauty, book, bridge, case, check, click, dad, dog, dream, fact, fall,
fashion, flower, free, friday, game, good, hand, health, heart, kid, lady, land, life, light
line, link, little, lord, love, meter, model, monday, music, need, next, night, place,
ready, right, run, school, service, smile, spa, stage, station, stop, summer, sweet,
table, thankful, thursday, top, traffic, vegan, view, wait, water, way, weather

Gazetteer
and
GeoNames

accident, ball, beach, blue, casa, chance, cool, day, early, friend, garden,
goodnight, guy, happy, home, honor, house, jet, joy, long, loving, lucky, man,
many, mountain, national park, nice, north, ocean, park, point, power,
skyline, starbuck, story, sun, surprise, time, trail, west, wood

only in
Cheng

firstdayofschool, 11 September, wewillneverforget, art festivalny
fashion week preview, annual world aid day luncheon,
formation world tour los angele, joe bear foundation golf tournament

Cheng
and
Proposed

worldtradecenter, wtc, statueofliberty, lady liberty, twin tower, downtown atlanta, splash mountain,
29 rooms, 49 er, 911 memorial, asu sun devil stadium, big apple, staten island ferry, crocodile,
hhn26, washington state fair, comic con, great american beer festival,
usopen, albuquerque international balloon fiesta, america chicago marathon

Proposed
(stationary)
Proposed
(temporary)

downtown grand junction, reunion tower, abraham lincoln memorial,
cafe henrie, stone street, hu kitchen, amazon corporate headquarters,
black cat alley, 101 coffeeshop, 102nd floor observatory,
arnold arboretum of harvard university, domaine carneros winery
army tenmiler, atlanta pride parade, beach marathon, bolton fair,
chalktoberfest, honkfest, joshua tree music festival, louisiana comic con,
moon river music festival, rise festival, san francisco fleet week

4.3. Visualization of the Collected Geographic Information
Once we collect the geographic information composed of local words lk , their associated sets of Nk
geotags Gk = { xk,n |n = 1, · · · , Nk }, the types of the local words: stationary or temporary, and a set of
tweets Sk = {wk,n |n = 1, · · · , Nk } in a database, what is where in the real world can be automatically
visualized interactively in web browsers by using D3.js [48], as shown in Figure 17. The visualization
of the extracted local words can be found in http://www2c.comm.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp/~lim/index.html.
Some tweets cannot be embedded due to the deactivation or privacy setting changes of accounts.
Firstly, when we access the web page, the list of local words can be queried from the database
by the types or the extracted days of the local words. Then, when we select a word lk from the list of
the retrieved local words L = {lk |k ∈ N}, its location is overlaid on a map as a heatmap by using its
set of geotags Gk . Further, its set of tweets Sk are also presented with the images Vk if any, which are
embedded using Twitter API [49]. For example, Figure 17 shows an example when we select the local
word sleater kinney. From the locations and tweets, we can know the local word sleater kinney is the
name of a rock and roll band and they performed at the Riot Fest, which was held at the Douglas Park
in Chicago, IL, on 18 September 2016.
Figures 18 and 19 show the locations of some stationary and temporary local words only in
our constructed geographic dictionary with their images. The images in Figure 18 show what each
stationary local word represents. The images show that the local words in the green boxes, such as
carterlakenationalpark, custerstatepark, chicagobotanicgarden, and birmingham botanical garden, represent
parks and gardens, and those in the blue boxes, such as denver bronoco mile, abshire stadium, kemper
museum, and bowlero los angeles, represent stadiums, a museum, and a local bowling alley. The images
for the local words in the orange boxes, such as 44 restaurantbar, biscuitbitch, atro coffee, 10 belowicecream,
abracadabar, and lobstah, show some examples of food served at each restaurant, bar, etc., or of local
foods. Further, the temporary local words usually represent different events happening at different
locations each day. The images and temporary local words in Figure 19 show examples of events
happened during the last 3 days. For example, a marathon mychicagomarathon, a contest nycomiccon2016,
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a festival greatamericabeerfestival, and a hurricane huracanmathew happened on the 28th day, a speech by
amy cudy, festivals avofest2016 and rise festival, and an sports event at spence park happened on the 29th
day, and marathons eastbay510k and armytenmiler and festivals chalktoberfest and rise festival happened
on the 30th day at the locations shown on the map. Figure 20 shows an example of temporary local
words which change their locations on different days. beyoncé formation world tour is the title of a
concert tour during which Beyoncé performed at different locations at different days. Even though
the same local word was posted several times at different locations at different days, our proposed
method can extract these types of local words at their suitable timing by repeatedly examining their
spacial locality within different time windows.

Figure 17. Visualization of collected geographic information.

Figure 18. Examples of stationary local words only in our geographic dictionary.
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Figure 19. Examples of the temporary local words only in our geographic dictionary on different days.

Figure 20. The locations for the temporary local word beyoncé formation world tour were correctly
updated in our geographic dictionary.
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5. Conclusions
This paper proposed a method for iteratively collecting geographic information from streaming
geotagged tweets. By separately recording and examining the usage history of each word, the proposed
method can determine suitable time window for each word to examine its spatial locality, so that
various types of local words, ranging from well-known places to more minor local places, local
products, and events, are extracted, while old local words are forgotten. Further, the geotagged tweets
from bot accounts are filtered out in order to obtain a more accurate spatial distribution for each
word. The experiments with over 6 million geotagged tweets posted from the United States during
one month show that the geographic information related to over 61,000 local words were collected
after a month. The diversity and accuracy of the collected local words were verified by comparing
with existing geographic dictionaries constructed by experts, crowdsourcing, and automatically from
geotagged tweets by focusing on a specific time interval. The collected information can also be
visualized so that what is where in the real world can be easily observed. Although only a part of
tweets are geotagged, non-geotagged tweets can further be used by inferring their locations based
on the extracted local words in order to more rapidly increase the number of local words. Further, in
our constructed geographic dictionary, some local words can be related, for example, different local
words can represent same facilities, events, etc. Analyzing the relations of the local words by using
the collected geographic information in order to further organize the dictionary would also be our
future work.
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